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Abstract

In this paper we study the (positive) graph relational calculus. The basis for this calculus was introduced by
S. Curtis and G. Lowe in 1996 and some variants, motivated by their applications to semantics of programs
and foundations of mathematics, appear scattered in the literature. No proper treatment of these ideas as
a logical system seems to have been presented. Here, we give a formal presentation of the system, with
precise formulation of syntax, semantics, and derivation rules. We show that the set of rules is sound and
complete for the valid inclusions, and prove a finite model result as well as decidability. We also prove
that the graph relational language has the same expressive power as a first-order positive fragment (both
languages define the same binary relations), so our calculus may be regarded as a notational variant of the
positive existential first-order logic of binary relations. The graph calculus, however, has a playful aspect,
with rules easier to grasp and use. This opens a wide range of applications which we illustrate by applying
our calculus to the positive relational calculus (whose set of valid inclusions is not finitely axiomatizable),
obtaining an algorithm for deciding the valid inclusions and equalities of the latter.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we study +RG, the (positive) relational calculus with graphs. The

basis for the graph relational calculus was introduced by S. Curtis and G. Lowe [5].

They exemplified its strong expressive power, claimed soundness of their inference

rules and left completeness as an open problem. Some variants of it, motivated

by applications to semantics of programs and foundations of mathematics, appear

scattered in the literature. In particular, D. Cantone et al. [4,7] deal with some

questions about expressive power. D. Dougherty and C. Gutiérrez [6,9], and P.J.

Freyd and A. Scedrov [8] apply a fragment of it to allegories. C. Brown and G.

Hutton [3,10] present an approach for the introduction of projections and parallelism

into the graph calculus. Although Curtis and Lowe give motivation and examples

in [5], no proper treatment of these ideas as a logical system seems to have been

presented.

The main issues addressed in this paper concern a proper formulation of the

logical system +RG: a set of rules to derive graphs that is sound and complete with

respect to the valid inclusions between graphs and a characterization of the graph

relational language compared to a first-order positive fragment in the sense that

both languages define the same binary relations.

Our formulation of the graph calculus leads to the following improvements: a

proper treatment of the union operator by the introduction of the notion of a com-

ponent of a graph; a more elaborated definition of homomorphism enabling both

precise formulation and use of the homomorphism rule in proofs; a set of rules equiv-

alent to the homomorphism rule providing a better understanding of it; a normal

form for proofs resembling the familiar one in classical propositional logic; an anal-

ysis establishing the precise relationship among the positive relational calculus, the

graph calculus and a positive fragment of the first-order language of binary relations.

Despite being a notational variant of the latter, our graph calculus has a playful

aspect, with rules easier to grasp and to use. Also, in contrast to the algebraic ap-

proach to relations, whose elements are relational terms, the graph approach deals

with relational terms and points. This leads to a pictorial and smoother environ-

ment for relational calculus. Such an approach opens a wide range of applications

and provides contributions to the areas of algebraic logic, algebraic semantics, the-

oretical computer science, and model theory. It also has some important practical

consequences since it deals with relational formalisms that are widely applicable.

We illustrate this aspect by using +RG to prove the valid inclusions and equalities

of the positive relational calculus, a (non-finitely axiomatizable) decidable fragment

of Tarski’s relational calculus [18].

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present the syntax and

semantics of the relational formalism based on graphs. In Section 3, we provide a set

of rules to transform a graph in another one and prove that it is sound and complete

with respect to the valid inclusions between graphs. In Section 4, we characterize

the expressive power of the graph language in terms of the first-order language of

binary relations. In Section 5, we apply the graph calculus to the positive fragment

of the relational formalism presented in [17,16], proving the decidability of this
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system and presenting a set of axioms.

2 Syntax and semantics

The graph relational language uses familiar relational concepts. Its construction is

based on the positive relational language, +RC, whose basic syntactical and seman-

tical concepts of +RC are essentially those of [17,18,16] without complementation

and empty relation.

The terms of +RC, typically noted R,S, T , are generated from the set of rela-

tional variables Rvar = {ri : i ∈ ω} by applying the relational operators E, I, T, �,

�, and ◦, according to the following grammar:

R ::= ri | E | I | RT | R � S | R � S | R ◦ S.

The models and the meaning [[R]]M of a term R in a model M are defined

as in the relational case (excluding all references to the empty relation and to

complementation). Formally, a model is a structure M = 〈M, rM
i 〉i∈ω, where M �= ∅

and rM
i ⊆ M × M . Given a model M, E and I are interpreted, respectively, as the

relations M × M and {(a, b) ∈ M × M : a = b}; T, �, �, and ◦ as the conversion,

intersection, union, and composition of relations, respectively.

Now, we present a relational language +RG, based on graphs. +RG is designed

to represent relations using graphs of a special kind. Its language has two kinds of

expressions: components and graphs. Components are (directed arc-labeled pseudo

multi) graphs having a distinguished pair of nodes and arcs labeled by terms of

+RC. Figure 1 shows three one-component graphs.

•x

•y

������

r � (s ◦ t)

G1

•x
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u

•y

������
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�
���
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G2

•x

•v •y

�
�	r

G3

Fig. 1. One-component graphs.

Formally, we fix a set Inod = {xn : n ∈ ω} of individual nodes, typically noted

x, y, z, u, v, w. A component is a structure C = (N,A, x, y), where N is a non-empty

set of nodes, A ⊆ N × T+ × N is a set of labeled arcs (T+ is the set of all +RC

terms), x, y are, not necessarily distinct, distinguished nodes in N . The pair (x, y)

is called the distinguished pair of C. Given a term R of +RC and nodes u, v, we note

the arc (u,R, v) by uRv. A positive relational graph, or simply a graph, is a finite

non-empty set of components (which may share nodes). We identify a component

and a graph having only this component. Figure 2 shows a two-component graph,

G4.

Given a base set, considered as universe, a graph defines a binary relation on it,

according to some conditions on its components. The label of an arc represents a

restriction associated to the relation defined by the label. A path from a node to
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Fig. 2. A two-component graph.

another one represents a restriction associated to the composition of the correspond-

ing relations. A graph is a set of components. Each graph represents a restriction

associated to the union of the relations corresponding to its components.

Formally, consider a component C = (N,A, x, y) and a model M. An assignment

for C in M is a function g : N → M such that (g(u), g(v)) ∈ [[R]]M whenever

uRv ∈ A, which we denote by g : C → M. The meaning of C in M is the set

[[C]]M = {(g(u), g(v)) ∈ M × M : g : C → M}. The meaning of a graph G, [[G]]M,

is the union of the meanings of its components.

We define general notions of inclusion and equality for graphs, according to the

relations they represent as follows. Let G,H be graphs of +RG. We say that G is

included in H, noted |= G � H, when [[G]]M ⊆ [[H]]M, for every model M. We say

that G and H are equivalent when [[G]]M = [[H]]M, for every model M.

3 Derivation system

We shall now present a graph relational calculus, i.e., a set of transformation rules for

deriving a relational graph from another. Some rules, when applied to a graph, do

not change the corresponding graph relation, while others alter the corresponding

relation, transforming it into a larger one. The main idea behind the choice of

the rules is to define a normal form for the graph language, and use it to prove

that |= G � H by executing the following two major steps. First, reduce the

graphs G and H to their simple normal forms SNFG and SNFH, respectively. This

is accomplished by using the Introduction/Elimination rules (Table 1). Second,

verify whether or not SNFH can be obtained from SNFG by a series of structural

transformations (Table 2). These structural transformations are of a special kind

and, as we will show, are equivalent to just one homomorphism rule (Table 3). In

fact, as we will see, to obtain the completeness result we just need to show that our

rules can execute the two major steps described.

3.1 Definition of the graph relational calculus

To state the transformation rules, we adopt some conventions. We note the insertion

and removal of elements in a set by + and −, respectively. We also note by C1 . . . Cn

the set {C1, . . . , Cn} of components.

The transformation rules are given in Tables 1 and 2. Explanations follow.

All Introduction/Elimination rules and the first two structural rules can be ap-

plied in both upward and downward directions. The last two structural rules can

be applied only in the downward direction.
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Univ
N,A + uEv, x, y

N,A, x, y
Iden

N,A + uIv, x, y

ren
v
uN, renv

uA, renv
ux, renv

uy

Conv
N,A + uRTv, x, y

N,A + vRu, x, y
Int

N,A + uR � Sv, x, y

N,A + uRv + uSv, x, y

Uni
N,A + uR � Sv, x, y

(N,A + uRv, x, y) (N,A + uSv, x, y)

Comp
N,A + uR ◦ Sv, x, y

N + w,A + uRw + wSv, x, y
, if w �∈ N

Table 1
Introduction/Elimination Rules.

Splt
N,A, x, y

N + u′, spluu′A,x, y
, if u′ �∈ N

EraN
N,A, x, y

N − u,A, x, y
, if u is isolated and u �∈ {x, y}

EraA
N,A, x, y

N,A − uRv, x, y
AddC

C

C C ′

Table 2
Structural Rules.

Rule Univ states that the meaning of a graph does not change by erasing an arc

labeled by E from a component, leaving the rest of the graph untouched. Rule Iden

states that the meaning of a graph does not change by erasing an arc uIv and node u,

and renaming the component where they occur, redirecting arcs accordingly. This

rule uses the function ren
v
u (rename u to v), described by the following definitions.

ren
v
uw =

⎧⎨
⎩

v if w = u,

w otherwise.

Given arbitrary set of nodes and arcs N and A, respectively, set renv
uN = {renv

uw :

w ∈ N} and ren
v
uA = {renv

uwRren
v
uw′ : wRw′ ∈ A}. Rule Conv states that the

meaning of a graph does not change by replacing an arc uRTv by vRu, inside a

component where it occurs, leaving the rest of the graph untouched. Rule Int states
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that the meaning of a graph does not change by replacing an arc uR � Sv by two

others, uRv and uSv, inside a component where it occurs, leaving the rest of the

graph untouched. Rule Uni states that the meaning of a graph does not change

by replacing a component C1 having occurrence of an arc uR � Sv, by two other

components C2 and C3, each one of them obtained from C1 by replacing the arc

uR � Sv by a new arc: uRv for C2 and uSv for C3, leaving the rest of the graph

untouched. Finally, rule Comp states that the meaning of a graph does not change

by replacing an arc uR ◦ Sv by two others, uRw and wSv, with a new node w,

inside a component where it occurs, leaving the rest of the graph untouched. For

instance, graph G2 is obtained from graph G1 by applying Int and Comp (down),

whereas graph G5 (in Figure 3) is obtained from G4 by applying Univ, Comp and

Uni (up).

•x

•y

������

(r ◦ E) � s

Fig. 3. Graph G5.

Rule Splt states that the addition of a new node u′ having adjacent to it the

same arcs as a node u does not alter the meaning of the graph. This rule uses the

function spluu′ (split u with u′) transforming sets of arcs, defined by:

spluu′A = A ∪ {u′Rv : uRv ∈ A} ∪ {vRu′ : vRu ∈ A}∪

{u′Ru′, uRu′, u′Ru : uRu ∈ A}

Rule EraN states that the meaning of a graph does not change by erasing an isolated

node that is not distinguished in a component. A node is isolated when it is not

linked to another node by an arc. Rule EraA states that the meaning of a graph

obtained by erasing an arc in a component contains the meaning of the original one.

Rule AddC states that the addition of components to a graph does not decrease its

meaning. For instance, graph G6 (in Figure 4) is obtained from G2 by Splt (splitting

node y to v).

•x

•
u

•v •y

�
�	r

������
r�

�
�
���

s
�

���

t


t

Fig. 4. Graph G6.

Given components C ′ = (N ′, A′, x′, y′) and C = (N,A, x, y) a homomorphism

φ : C ′ → C is a function φ : N ′ → N for which φx′ = x, φy′ = y, and φuRφv ∈ A,

for all uRv ∈ A′. Let G,H be graphs. We say that G is homomorphic to H,

noted G ← H when, for each component C of G, there is a component C ′ of H

and a homomorphism φ : C ′ → C. For instance, the function φ given by φ(x) = x
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and φ(v) = φ(y) = y is a homomorphism from the left component of G4 to the

component of G2.

Rule Hom (Table 3) states that when G ← H, we can infer H from G.

Hom
G

H
, if G ← H

Table 3
Homomorphism rule.

The notion of proof is the standard one. We say that H is derivable from G

in +RG, noted G � H, if there is a sequence G1, . . . , Gn of graphs such that: (1)

G1 = G; (2) Gn = H; (3) for each i, 1 < i ≤ n, the graph Gi is obtained from the

graph Gi−1 by application of one of the rules in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

Our set of rules is not minimal. For instance, the above homomorphism φ can

be simulated by:

G2

Splt
−−→ G6

EraA
−−→ G7

EraN
−−→ G3

AddC
−−→ G4,

where G7 is the graph in Figure 5.

•x

•
u

•v •y

�
�	r

Fig. 5. Graph G7.

Proposition 3.1 Rule Hom is equivalent to the set of rules in Table 2.

Proof. Clearly, the structural rules are instances of Hom. Conversely, let G ← H,

then each component of G can be transformed into a component of H, by using

rules Splt, EraA, and EraN. Finally, using AddC, we add the components of H not

obtained by this process. �

3.2 Soundness and completeness

We now examine soundness and completeness of +RG. To this end, we implement

the following strategy. First, we show that every graph can be transformed to an

equivalent one in a normal form, by applications of rules in Table 1. Second, we

show that the inclusion of graphs in normal form can be decided by testing the

existence of a homomorphism from one graph to another. The combination of these

steps will provide completeness.

Let G be a graph of +RG. We say that G is simple if all its arcs are labeled by

relational variables. A simple normal form of G is a simple graph H of +RG that can
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be obtained from G by applications of the elimination rules. In this case we write,

H = SNFG. Clearly, G and SNFG are equivalent. For instance, G2 = SNFG1.

These ideas lead to the next lemma guarantying the first step of the strategy.

Lemma 3.2 Every graph of +RG has a simple normal form.

The second step mentioned above can be established by constructing a (finite)

canonical model. Given a component C = (N,A, x, y), its canonical model is C =

〈N, rCi 〉i∈ω, where rCi = {(u, v) ∈ N × N : uriv ∈ A}, for i ∈ ω.

Proposition 3.3 For simple graphs G and H, the following are equivalent:

(a) |= G � H,

(b) for each component C of G, its distinguished pair (xC , yC) is in [[H]]C,

(c) G is homomorphic to H.

Proof. (a)⇒(b) is clear, as (xC , yC) ∈ [[G]]C . (b)⇒(c): for some component D of H,

(xC , yC) ∈ [[D]]C , so we have an assignment g : D → C, which gives a homomorphism

from D to C. (c)⇒(a) is clear, as rule Hom is sound. �

Corollary 3.4 For graphs G and H of +RG, the following are equivalent:

(a) G � H,

(b) G � H,

(c) SNFG ← SNFH.

From this we obtain the following result.

Theorem 3.5 Given graphs G and H of +RG.

(a) (Soundness and Completeness) |= G � H iff G � H.

(b) (Finite model property) |= G � H iff [[C]]C ⊆ [[H]]C for each component C of

SNFG with canonical model C.

Proof. (a) Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.3 yield (⇒) and (⇐) follows from the

soundness of the rules. (b) As [[C]]C ⊆ [[G]]C ⊆ [[H]]C , (⇒) is clear, and Proposi-

tion 3.3 yields (⇐), as (xC , yC) ∈ [[C]]C . �

Corollary 3.4 also provides a normal form for proofs as in Table 4. For example,

the sequence of graphs

G1

Int;Comp
−−−−−→ G2

Hom
−−→ G4

Univ;Comp;Uni
−−−−−−−−−→ G5

represents the majors steps of a proof.

As a corollary we also obtain the decidability of the Validity Problem for inclu-

sions and equalities of +RG.

4 Expressive power

Given a model M, every term of +RC, as well as every graph of +RG, defines a

binary relation on M . Given a model M and X ⊆ M×M , we say that X is definable
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G

↓ elimination of operators (Table 1)

SNFG

↓ one application of Hom (Table 3)

SNFH

↓ introduction of operators (Table 1)

H

Table 4
Normal form for proofs in +RG.

in +RC if X = [[R]]M for some term R of +RC. Analogously, X is definable in +RG

when X = [[G]]M for some graph G of +RG. We shall characterize these definable

relations and investigate the exact relationship between definability in +RC and in

+RG.

Definability in +RG subsumes definability in +RC. To prove this it suffices to

associate to each term R a graph GR that defines the same relation as the term.

Let R be a term of +RC. The graph associated to R is GR ::= ({x, y}, {xRy}, x, y).

The next lemma is clear.

Lemma 4.1 For every term R of +RC, we have [[R]]M = [[GR]]M, for any model

M. Hence, given a model M, a relation X ⊆ M ×M is definable in +RC only if X

is definable in +RG.

We compare the expressive powers of +RC and +RG with that of first-order

logic. For this purpose, the following version of first-order language seems to be

quite adequate.

Let Ivar = {xi : i ∈ ω} be a set of individual variables, typically noted x, y, z,

and Rvar = {ri : i ∈ ω} be a set of relational symbols, typically noted r, s, t.

The formulas of +∃FOL(R), typically noted ϕ,ψ, θ, are defined according to the

following grammar:

ϕ::=xry | x ≈ y | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ∃xϕ.

The semantics for +∃FOL(R) is just the first-order one restricted to the positive

language. So, the models for +RC, +RG and +∃FOL(R) are the same. This simpli-

fies the comparison of the expressive powers of these formalisms. We freely use all

the syntactic notions, properties and conventions of first-order logic when restricted

to +∃FOL(R).

We will now characterize the expressive powers of +RC and +RG in terms of two

fragments of +∃FOL(R). Let +∃FOL(R)xy consist of the formulas of +∃FOL(R) hav-

ing at most x and y free, and let +∃FOL(R)xy
z consist of the formulas of +∃FOL(R)xy

having at most x, y and z as variables.

The next result parallels the analogous one for the Tarski’s relational formal-

ism [18]. To prove it, just note the modularity present in both the forward and
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backward translations presented in [2].

Proposition 4.2 There exist meaning-preserving translations from terms of +RC

to formulas of +∃FOL(R)xy
z and vice-versa.

Now, we show that the graph language and the positive existential first-order

fragment define the same relations in any model M. The next result shows that the

disjunctive normal form of formulas of +∃FOL(R) are very close to graphs of +RG

in simple normal form. We say that a graph and a first order formula are equivalent

when they define the same relations in each model.

Theorem 4.3 Each graph of +RG is equivalent to a formula of +∃FOL(R)xy, and

conversely, each formula of +∃FOL(R)xy is equivalent to a graph of +RG.

Proof. We generalize the notion of components: L = (N,A, z1, . . . , zn) with z1, . . . , zn

in N as distinguished nodes with meaning the expected n-ary relation [[L]]
M

. This

meaning can be defined by an existentially quantified conjunction of atomic formu-

las of +∃FOL(R)xy. Conversely, given a disjunction-free formula ϕ of +∃FOL(R),

we construct a generalized component that defines the same relation as ϕ in each

model, by induction on the structure of ϕ. �

5 Decidability of the positive relational calculus

An inclusion of +RC is an expression of the form R � S, where R,S are terms of

+RC. An inclusion R � S is valid, noted |= R � S, when [[R]]M ⊆ [[S]]M for every

model M. In this section, +RG will be used to decide the valid inclusions of +RC.

The idea is to derive an inclusion R � S by using the corresponding graphs GR and

GS . The work of R. Lyndon [12,13] yields that the inclusion R � S, where R and

S are, respectively, the following +RC terms:

p � (((q ◦ r) � s) ◦ (t � (a ◦ b))) and

q ◦ ((((qT ◦ p) � (r ◦ t)) ◦ bT) � (r ◦ a) � (qT ◦ ((p ◦ bT) � (s ◦ a)))) ◦ b

although valid is not derived in the relational formalism, from the Tarski’s ax-

ioms [17]. Within the graph calculus, this inclusion can be proved, because GR � GS

(since SNFGR ← SNFGS). In general, we have soundness and completeness for

+RC.

Theorem 5.1 For terms R,S of +RC, we have |= R � S iff GR � GS .

The non-finite axiomatizability of the valid inclusions of +RC is a consequence

of a general result of H. Andréka [1]. This does not preclude infinite axiomatizations

and, in fact, the existence of a set of positive axioms follows from a result of B. M.

Schein [14]. To the best of our knowledge, no explicit infinite set of axioms to +RC

has been exhibited. Paralleling the results of B. Jónsson [11], we believe that no such

a set should be described in simple terms. The quest for axiomatizability of +RC

and some of its subreducts is one of the problems stated in [15]. We can combine the

results of Section 3 with that reported in [6] to exhibit a set of equational axioms
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for +RC. Hence, axiomatization and decidability of +RC follows from our work in

+RG.

6 Conclusion

We have given a formal treatment to +RG, a relational calculus based on graphs,

presenting soundness and completeness results for the valid inclusions and obtaining

a finite model property. We have also compared the expressive power of +RG to a

first-order language fragment showing that both define the same binary relations.

One may regard +RG as a notational variant of the positive existential first-order

logic of binary relations. This perspective leaves open the possibility of developing

positive first-order logic as graph calculus.

Our study of the graph calculus opens up several interesting problems. It is easy

to extend +RG to deal with the empty relation. An interesting problem concerns

the extension of +RG to deal with complementation. Another interesting problem

is to make a deeper comparison between the role played by our rules and the ones

presented in [5].
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